Effect of interfacial molecular recognition of non-surface-active species on the main characteristics of monolayers.
Recent progress in studies of the main characteristics of supramolecular assemblies formed by interfacial molecular recognition between an amphiphilic monolayer and a non-surface-active species, which is dissolved in the aqueous subphase, by complementary hydrogen bonding and/or electrostatic interaction at the air-water interface is reviewed. Systems consisting of an amphiphilic melamine-type monolayer and an pyrimidine derivative dissolved in the aqueous subphase are representative model systems for molecular recognition on the basis of complementary hydrogen bonding. Most of the studies have been performed with 2,4-di(n-undecylamino)-6-amino-1,3,5-triazine (2C11H23-melamine) monolayers as host component and thymine, uracil or barbituric acid as dissolved non-surface-active pyrimidine derivatives. The combination of surface pressure studies with Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) imaging and Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) measurements is optimal for the characterization of the change in structure and phase behavior at the interfacial recognition process. The molecular recognition of all pyrimidine derivatives dissolved in the aqueous subphase changes drastically and in a specific way the characteristic features (pi-A isotherms, morphology of the condensed phase domains) of the 2C11H23-melamine monolayer. The small condensed phase domains of the pure 2C11H23-melamine monolayer are compact without an inner texture. The monolayers of the supramolecular 2C11H23-melamine entities with thymine or uracil form specifically well-shaped condensed phase domains with an inner alkyl chain texture essentially oriented parallel to the periphery. The completely different morphology of the 2C11H23-melamine-barbituric acid monolayers is characterized by the formation of large homogeneous areas of condensed phase that transfer at smaller areas per molecule to a homogeneous condensed monolayer. The striking differences in the main characteristics between the supramolecular entities are related to their different chemical structures: complementary hydrogen bonding of two thymine or uracil molecules by one 2C11H23-melamine molecule and a linearly extended hydrogen bonding network between 2C11H23-melamine and barbituric acid. The high values of hydrogen bonding energy obtained by quantum chemical calculations on the basis of the semi-empirical PM3 method state the high stability of the supramolecular entities. The GIXD results reveal that the formation of hydrogen-bond based superstructures between the polar head groups of the amphiphilic 2C11H23-melamine monolayer and the non-surface-active pyrimidine derivatives gives rise only to quantitative changes in the two-dimensional lattice structure of the alkyl chains. The alternative possibility to construct interfacial molecular recognition systems on the basis of acid-base interaction is demonstrated by the experimental results obtained by molecular recognition of the heptadecyl-benzamidinium chloride monolayers with dissolved non-surface-active phenylacetate ions. The formation of supramolecular assemblies causes also drastical changes of the surface features in these systems. Here, the development of a substructure in the condensed phase domains consisting of long filigree strings and the favoured formation of bilayers overgrowing the strings indicates a linearly extended amidinium-carboxylate interfacial structure of the base and acid component in alternating sequence.